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Justice Sub-Committee on Policing 
 

Durham Constabulary’s Reports on Police Scotland’s Counter Corruption Unit 
 

Written submission from Police Scotland 
 

On 28 July 2016 the Chief Constable of Police Scotland made a formal request to 
the Chief Constable of Durham Constabulary to undertake an independent inquiry 
into the non-criminal complaints that arose from the Interception of Communications 
Commissioners Office (IoCCO) findings.  
 
Terms of reference were constructed and agreed with Durham’s then Head of 
Professional Standards Department who initially led the investigation. By design, the 
terms of reference were sufficiently flexible to facilitate the progression of enquiries 
without the need to constantly reassess and reapprove their content and 
correspondence between both forces reinforces that position.  
 
These terms of reference were explicit and did not convey the authority to undertake 
a misconduct investigation. The Police Service of Scotland (Conduct) Regulations 
2014 (The Regulations) require that certain conditions are satisfied when appointing 
a misconduct investigating officer. These conditions relate to rank, knowledge and 
skills and notably, the ability to act impartially.  
 
Regulation 10(6) of The Regulations states: “The deputy chief constable must not 
appoint as an investigator any constable whose appointment could give rise to a 
reasonable concern as to whether that constable could act impartially in relation to 
the misconduct investigation.” 
 
Further advice is provided by the Police Service of Scotland (Conduct) Regulations 
2014 Guidance. The Regulations were drafted as a consequence of consideration by 
a Scottish Government led working group. The Regulations were approved in 
Parliament and endorsed in conjunction with staff associations and the newly formed 
Police Scotland. They provide an operational context to support the fair application of 
The Regulations. 
 
It is worthy of note that the Conduct Regulations which govern England and Wales 
differ from the Scottish Conduct Regulations of 2014 and as such Senior Counsel’s 
opinion was sought and provided a guiding framework for Police Scotland to follow  
(Senior Counsel opinion documents are attached for reference). 
 
The independent Senior Counsel’s opinion advised that a decision to appoint a 
misconduct Investigating Officer in the circumstances described (i.e. from the 
Durham Inquiry Team) would be highly inadvisable and open to successful 
challenge.  Senior Counsel highlighted that the critical point is one of impartiality 
under terms of Regulation 10(6) and stated “I suspect this challenge would be 
immediate and in my view, indefensible”. 
 
Further to this opinion, Senior Counsel was again approached by Police Scotland, 
specifically to obtain legal opinion on the proposals received from Chief Constable 
Barton of Durham Constabulary. In a response Senior Counsel stated: "I understand 
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why these proposals have been made but I do not consider that they negate the 
concerns which I have identified regarding proper procedure and impartiality."  
 
Subsequently, Police Scotland received Durham Constabulary’s complaints enquiry 
report, carried out an assessment, and appointed an Independent Officer to 
undertake an investigation into matters identified by Durham as being such as may 
amount to misconduct.  This appointment was in full compliance and cognisance of 
The Regulations, guidance and independent legal advice.   
 
Throughout Durham Constabulary’s inquiry, Police Scotland was mindful of the need 
to provide all relevant information and material requested by the Inquiry Team 
timeously.   In relation to the matter of “Legal Privilege,” this relates to advice sought 
by and provided to any member of Police Scotland including senior police officers in 
the discharge of their powers and duties. Such advice is subject to the right of 
protection against disclosure to third parties unless the Chief Constable personally 
waives the legal privilege restriction. 
 
It is standard practice for Police Scotland to ensure that any material subject to legal 
privilege is appropriately considered prior to disclosure and in doing so, advice and 
guidance was sought from its Legal Services Department.  IoCCO findings 
concluded that the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000 authorisations in 
question were in fact sought and progressed without the benefit of any legal advice 
being obtained.  
 
Police Scotland has recently engaged with the four complainers on the subject of 
removing, at the conclusion of all relevant matters, any material on Police Scotland 
databases which does not reflect the truth. This process is necessary to ensure 
compliance with the judgement of the Independent Police Tribunal (IPT). At the 
request of Police Scotland, Durham Constabulary has agreed to oversee this 
process for the purpose of independent external assurance. No data will be cleansed 
without the express agreement of all complainants and other than in compliance with 
order of the IPT.  
 
This inquiry spanned a period of ten months from the initial request to Durham 
Constabulary to the submission of their comprehensive final report to Police 
Scotland on 12 May 2017. The inquiry was unique and complex in nature, involving 
the need to consult a wide-range of specialist resources and witnesses both 
internally and externally as matters progressed. This undoubtedly presented 
challenges for both organisations, but Police Scotland has consistently expressed its 
gratitude to Durham Constabulary for the extent and professionalism of the work it 
undertook. 
 
Since June 2015, when the findings of IoCCO first became known to Police 
Scotland, the Force has made significant and substantive improvements to its 
counter corruption practices, including the introduction of a revised operating model 
and structure for the now Anti-Corruption Unit that is flexible, robust, proportionate 
and accountable, and completion of an action plan to deliver 39 recommendations 
made by Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary in Scotland (HMICS). A copy of 
the organisational learning report in which we capture continuous improvement 
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opportunities in this area, has previously been shared with the Justice Sub-
Committee. 
 
Police Scotland 
09 March 2018 



OPINION OF SENIOR COUNSEL 
 
                     for  
 
                                                         Deputy Chief Constable Rose Fitzpatrick QPM 
 

Police Service of Scotland 
 
 
  

 
 
Instruction 
 

1. I refer to my letter of instruction dated 8 March 2017. I am asked to answer a 

number of questions arising out of an Office of the Interception of 

Communications Commissioner (‘IOCCO’) enquiry and a subsequent finding 

that there had been breaches of the code of practice made under the Regulation 

of Investigatory Powers Act 2000 (‘RIPA’). 

 

2. Complaints were brought by the individuals affected to the Investigatory 

Powers Tribunal (‘IPT’) as detailed in my letter of instruction.   

 

3. I am asked to provide my Opinion on certain procedural matters arising out of 

complaints on the same issues which have been made directly to the Police 

Service of Scotland. These matters relate to potential misconduct proceedings.  

 

4. It should be noted that this Opinion is directed to Deputy Chief Constable 

Fitzpatrick in view of her specific designation to deal with this matter1 given 

that the Deputy Chief Constable (Designate), Iain Livingstone, is   possibly 

conflicted being involved in the subject matter of the complaints.   She is 

appointed for all purposes in connection with the Police Service of Scotland 

(Conduct) Regulations 2014 (‘the 2014 conduct regulation’). 

 

                                                        
1 Regulation 5(1) of the Police Service of Scotland (Conduct) Regulations 2014 and letter of  
appointment by the Chief Constable dated 14 February 2017 
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5. I am asked a number of questions, but, before turning to those, I consider it 

necessary to review the relevant processes and examine them in the context of 

the issues arising in these particular circumstances. 

 

The complaints Process 

 

6. The provisions regarding this are to be found in the Police and Fire Reform 

(Scotland) Act 2012 (‘the act’) and Chapter 2 of Part 1 of the Police, Public 

Order and Criminal Justice (Scotland) Act 2006 (‘the 2006 act ‘) which is 

amended by the act.  

 

7. Section 60 of the act provides that the Authority and the chief constable must 

maintain suitable arrangements for the handling of relevant complaints. These 

arrangements were put in place after consultation.2  The Police Investigations 

and Review Commission (‘PIRC’), previously the Police Complaints 

Commissioner for Scotland (‘PCCS’), 3  requires, amongst other things, to 

maintain and secure the maintenance of suitable arrangements for the handling 

of such complaints.4 The PIRC has the power to review the complaints handling 

by the Police Service of Scotland.5  The PIRC can do this at the request of the 

person who made the complaint and can reconsider the complaint. 6  The time 

limit is generally within 3 months of the conclusion and notification of the 

outcome of the complaint to the complainer.7 

 

8. The procedure as regards investigation of complaints is also governed by the 

Complaints about the Police Standard Operating Procedures (‘the complaints 

SOP’) and the statutory guidance issued by the PIRC. The Statutory Guidance 

is described in the complaints SOP as being designed to contribute to the 

modernising of the police complaint handling in Scotland by moving from a 

culture of blame and sanction to one of learning from complaints.8 It forms the 

                                                        
2 Subsection 60 (2) of the act 
3 Section 61 of the act 
4 Section 62 of the act inserting new section 33A in the 2006 act 
5 Chapter 2 of the 2006 act 
6 Section 35 of the 2006 act 
7 Section 36 of the 2006 act 
8 Para 1.4 of the Police Service of Scotland SOP Complaints about the Police  
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basis of the complaints SOP.  The application of the SOP is mandatory for all 

police officers. 

 

9. Para 1.3 of the complaints SOP notes, in bullet points, what the Police Service 

of Scotland will do in the handling of complaints.  The final bullet point states 

that it will ensure that misconduct is dealt with in accordance with the relevant 

conduct regulations or Police Staff Discipline procedure. 

 

10.  Complaints fall into different categories and it is important to note that this 

includes “Quality of Service complaints” i.e. complaints about the organisation 

as well as complaints against individual officers. 9   A six-stage complaint 

handling process is envisaged.10 I do not propose to rehearse the details here. 

The relevant stages for present purposes include that when noting the statement 

of complaint it must be established exactly what issues are of concern to the 

complainer. This is   because success in resolving a complaint entails a shared 

understanding of the complainer’s expectations of the process e.g. making sure 

that there is an understanding that there is no financial compensation and an 

understanding of what practical action can and cannot be taken. That is why 

there needs to be a clear understanding of what is being investigated, a summary 

of the agreed heads narrated and then signed by the complainer.11  

 

11. There is an option of local complaint handling or specialist handling. In 

determining which, the overarching principle is that “the enquiries must be 

sufficient to enable an effective and reasoned response to the complainer that 

will withstand scrutiny”.12 

 

12. Para 6.15.11 notes that if a complaint has been dealt with and a decision is taken 

to either proceed or not proceed with misconduct proceedings the complainer 

should be notified of the outcome and of the reasons for the outcome being 

reached. 

                                                        
9 Para 5 of the complaints SOP 
10 Para 6 of the complaints SOP 
11 Para 6.5.9 and 6.5.10 of the complaints SOP 
12 Para 6.7 of the complaints SOP 
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The complaints action in this this instance 

 

13. A number of complaints have been made to Police Scotland.   I have not had 

sight of the complaints for the purposes of this opinion and do not regard it as 

necessary for me to do so.  Any which inferred criminality were referred to the 

COPFS.   It would appear that the COPFS declined to instruct any enquiry into 

the complaint of Mr Gallacher on the basis that no statutory or common law 

crime could have been committed. 13  I am advised that letters in similar terms 

were sent to the other complainers. 

 

14. Complaints that were potentially related to acts or omissions of chief officers of 

Police Scotland were redirected to the Scottish Police Authority (‘SPA’). 14 

Otherwise, Police Scotland’s Professional Standards Department informed each 

of the complainers that the progress of enquiry into their respective complaints 

would be put ‘on hold’ until conclusion of the IPT proceedings. At the 

conclusion of those proceedings the complaints required to be processed. 

 

15. For obvious reasons, not least the observations of the IPT,15 it was determined, 

entirely appropriately, to appoint officers from an external force to investigate 

the complaints in this case.  The IPT were advised that this is what had been 

determined. 

 

16. The usual procedure, as I understand it, is that following that investigation the 

officer is appointed to report their findings to the designated Deputy Chief 

Constable, or other designated officer to decide, after considering that report, 

what action should be taken. This can include actions such as policy reviews, 

the offer of an apology, recommendations of counselling /training for officers 

involved, the involvement of police disciplinary procedures and indeed no 

action. 16 

                                                        
13 Letter from, Stephen McGowan of COPFS to Mr Gallacher dated 6 June 2016  
14 Police Service of Scotland (Senior Officers) (Conduct) Regulations 2013). 
15 Judgement of the IPT  [2016] UKIPTrib15_602-CH 
16 The complaints SOP and the Guide to Complaints about the police available on line 
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17. It is clear to me that, whilst a consideration of the findings of the report may 

result in a decision being taken by the Deputy Chief Constable to instigate 

disciplinary proceedings, that report as part of the complaints process is not part 

of the actual framework for the instigation of disciplinary proceedings. 

 

18. In this case, the Chief Constable of Durham Constabulary, Mike Barton QPM, 

has been asked by the Chief Constable of Police Scotland to undertake an 

independent investigation relative to the non criminal complaint allegations 

identified by the IOCCO.17  That request is clearly in relation to the complaints 

only.   In a subsequent letter, the ambit of the investigation was expanded to 

include an independent review of all Complaints about the Police relative to the 

Force’s Counter Corruption Unit(s) from 2009 to 3 June 2016 as this has been 

a recommendation of Her Majesty’s Inspector of Constabularies Scotland.  The 

point of contact was to be T/Chief Superintendent Carole Auld. It may be that 

this is part of an enquiry into the Quality of Service aspect. 

 

 Disciplinary proceedings general 

 

19. Proceedings for police officers of Police Scotland up to and including the rank 

of Chief Superintendent are covered by the 2014 Regulations.  These 

regulations are promulgated under the powers under sections 48 and 125 of the 

act. There is a requirement of consultation with the persons mentioned in section 

54(2), which includes the Scottish Police Federation.  This is very important 

because the operation of these regulations can result in an officer being 

dismissed from the force. It is therefore essential that the regulations and steps 

taking place under them are Human Rights compliant. 

 

20. In Scotland, disciplinary proceedings are a distinct process from the complaints 

procedure.  A decision has to be taken by the Deputy Chief Constable designate 

(for this case Deputy Chief Constable Rose Fitzpatrick) under regulation 10 as 

to whether a misconduct allegation which has come to her attention would, if 

                                                        
17 Letter dated 28 July 2016 to Mr Mike Barton QPM from  Mr Philip Gormely QPM 
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proved, amount to misconduct, gross misconduct or neither.18  If it is neither 

then there is the option of no action, or improvement action such that there can 

be a referral for the matter to be dealt with under Performance. 19However, if it 

is either potential misconduct or gross misconduct a decision must be made as 

to whether the allegation is to be investigated and if so to appoint an 

investigator.20 

 

21. If a decision is made to appoint an Investigating Officer, that person must be of 

a higher rank that the constable being investigated and have the necessary 

knowledge, skill and experience to plan and manage the misconduct 

investigation to which the appointment is made.21 It is very important to note 

that there is a prohibition in 10(6) as follows: 

“The deputy chief constable must not [my emphasis] appoint as an 
investigator any constable whose appointment could give rise to 
reasonable concern as to whether that constable could act impartially in 
relation to the misconduct investigation” 

 
 

22. Under the 2014 conduct regulations the Investigating Officer must; notify the 

constable as soon a reasonably practicable following appointment via written 

notice that he is the subject of a misconduct investigation; specify the conduct 

being investigated and how that falls below professional standards; provide an 

initial assessment of whether the conduct, if proved, would amount to 

misconduct or gross misconduct, provide an opportunity to make 

representations and inform him of his right to seek advice.  There are rights of 

appeal internally and also to the Police Appeals Tribunal.  

 

23. There are detailed provisions as to the fact that the Investigating Officer must 

arrange to interview the constable. At the conclusion of the investigation the 

Investigating Officer prepares a report which must determine whether, in the 

opinion of the Investigating Officer the constable has a case to answer and 

submits that report to the Deputy Chief Constable on receipt of which the 

                                                        
18 10(2) of the 2014 conduct regulations 
19 10(3) of the 2014 conduct regulations 
20 10(4) of the 2014 conduct regulations 
21 10 (5) (a) and (b)  
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Deputy Chief Constable determines whether there is a case to answer and 

whether it must be referred to a misconduct hearing. I do not propose to rehearse 

all the relevant regulations for the arrangement and conduct of such hearings 

contained in part 3 of the 2014 conduct regulations, suffice to say the 

appointment of the Chair carries with it the same requirement of impartiality as 

the Investigating Officer. 

 

In the context of this case 
 
 

24. I understand that no misconduct proceedings have been initiated under the 2014 

conduct regulations. Durham Constabulary investigators have progressed to 

handle the complaints enquiry as they see fit.   I am advised, however, that from 

exchanges between the Chief Superintendent Alan Speirs, Head of Professional 

Standards Department, Police Scotland and members of the Durham 

Constabulary investigation team, it has become clear that the complaints 

enquiry has not been carried out conform to practices in Scotland.  

 

25. The important difference is that the complainers who have engaged with the 

Durham Constabulary investigators have been permitted to provide their own 

self-prepared statements in some instances of a length of 50 pages; these were 

used as the basis for their enquiry rather than, informing an agreed ‘heads of 

complaint’ document, which would be the case under the Scottish procedure as 

noted above.   

 

26. The question of misconduct has also arisen. As I understand it, there is a 

proposition that the Durham Investigators also deal with the misconduct 

proceedings as Investigating Officers given that this is what can occur under the 

proceedings in England and Wales. 

 

27. I note that it was understood that it was the Chief Constable’s belief that when 

he asked Chief Constable Barton to undertake the enquiry into the said 

complaints that he thought he was asking for an ‘end to end inquiry’ to be 

undertaken.   This would be in accordance with the rules and regulations for the 

handling of complaints in England and Wales. 
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Discussion 

 

28. In my view, the officers of the Police Service of Scotland will have a legitimate 

expectation that the Scottish regulations, guidance and SOPs will be applied to 

any misconduct proceedings. Failure to do so could be a breach of natural 

justice. 

 

29. Further, specific regulations and guidance apply to proceedings in England & 

Wales.22 They cover both complaints and misconduct proceedings. If the person 

investigating the complaint in England  & Wales considers that there is an 

indication that the person being investigated may have behaved in a manner 

which would justify the bringing of disciplinary proceedings then the person 

investigating must certify the investigation as one subject to ‘ special 

requirements’ under the 2002 Act. This means that a severity assessment must 

be carried out as to whether the conduct, if proved, would amount to misconduct 

or gross misconduct and the form any hearing for misconduct would be likely 

to take. The severity assessment can only be made after consultation with the 

appropriate authority and written notice requires to be provided to the police 

officer concerned informing him that his conduct is being investigated. 

Importantly under the England & Wales procedure, the Independent Police 

Complaints Commission (‘IPCC ‘) has the power in certain cases to recommend 

and direct that particular misconduct proceedings or unsatisfactory performance 

proceedings be held in respect of complaints and recordable conduct 

investigations.23  The PIRC does not have the same role. 

 

30. In Scotland, by contrast, there is no expectation that the investigation of a 

complaint will lead automatically to an investigation by the same investigation 

officer as to whether an officer has breached standards of professional 

behaviour.  Para 3.4 of the SOP on conduct states that a misconduct 

                                                        
22 The Police (Complaints and Misconduct) Regulations 2012 and The Police (Conduct) Regulations 
2012 
23 Home office Guidance on Police Officer Guidance 
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investigation arising out of a complaint must be proportionate having regard to 

the nature of the allegation and the likely outcome. It also provides that I t would 

be appropriate to make an assessment of whether or not proceedings would be 

justified before embarking on an investigation and legitimate for the matter 

to be resolved by improvement action without an investigation where the 

circumstances warrant this.24 

 

31. In Scotland, whilst there is an assessment in the report from the Investigating 

Officer as to whether there is a case to answer regarding the misconduct 

allegation, and whether it should be referred to misconduct proceedings, it is the 

Deputy Chief Constable who is to determine whether the conduct is potentially 

misconduct or gross misconduct and therefore whether the form of proceedings 

is a misconduct meeting or a misconduct hearing.  

 

32. However, as noted, there is a very important stage before that at which the 

Deputy Chief Constable may decide not to appoint an Investigating Officer at 

all, namely the Preliminary Assessment. The Deputy Chief Constable has 

determined that the Preliminary Assessment of whether conduct, if proved, 

could amount to conduct or misconduct is delegated to the Professional 

Standards Chief Inspectors or above.25  

 

33. The SOP makes it clear that in coming to a determination about the seriousness 

of the allegations in making a Preliminary Assessment, the PSD Chief 

Inspectors must: -  

 
“ ensure that they conduct background checks to ensure that they have 
the widest possible understanding of the subject officer’s situation on 
which to base this assessment. This should include a review of centurion 
and HR connect (for performance issues) and discussions with the 
officer’s divisional / departmental managers. These background checks 
may show a particular history of behaviour or indicate that performance 
regulations would be more appropriate to the circumstances.” 

 

                                                        
24  2014 conduct regulations SOP para 3.5 
25 2014 conduct regulations SOP para 7.1.2 
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34. As part of the Preliminary Assessment due consideration requires to be given 

as to whether the matter can be dealt with by Improvement action as a 

proportionate and reasonable way of dealing with the issue whilst still 

commanding the confidence of staff, police officers the police service and the 

public.26 

 

35. There is further guidance in the agreed Guidance document on the 2014 conduct 

regulations which states that because a formal investigation into a particular 

police officer’s conduct affords a police officer certain safeguards in the 

interests of fairness such as the service of notice informing the police officer 

that his or her conduct is subject to investigation and notifying the police officer 

of his or her right to consult with a police representative, the initial assessment 

and, in particular preliminary enquiries should not go so far as to undermine 

these safeguards.27   If the current inquiry team from Durham were to adopt the 

misconduct investigation role is seems tolerably clear that safeguards present 

within the 2014 conduct regulations would be undermined to a significant 

extent, if not wholly. The manner in  which they have approached the handling 

of the complaints as noted in paragraph 25 is also relevant in this regard. 

 

36. In cases in which there is an assessment of potential gross misconduct or 

potential misconduct with a live final warning, the Deputy Chief Constable’s 

powers are not delegated regarding the appointment of the investigator or the 

determination regarding the type of proceedings.  There appears to be no 

discretion and an Investigating Officer must be appointed. It is important to note 

from the conduct regulations SOP that: - 

 
“ where the preliminary assessment is one of gross misconduct, or 
misconduct with a live final warning the Deputy Chief Constable 
Designate will appoint an investigator from within the PSD...”28     

  

                                                        
26 Police Service of Scotland (Conduct) Regulations 2014 Guidance para 5.5.1 
27 Police Service of Scotland (Conduct) Regulations 2014 Guidance para 5.3.5 
28 2014 conduct regulations SOP para 7.2.13 
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37. If the assessment is of potential misconduct and not suitable for immediate 

improvement then it is the Divisional or Departmental Superintendent who will 

appoint the Investigating Officer. 

 

38. Having regard to the Chief Constable of Police Scotland’s understanding that 

he requested, in effect, that Durham would investigate misconduct, in my 

opinion he could, at that stage, only have been delegating the investigation of 

‘complaints’ to Durham constabulary and not any disciplinary role at that stage.  

The latter requires to operate within the proceedings governed by statute. I 

cannot see any basis in law for the Chief Constable being able to delegate his 

functions in that regard other than within the terms of the act and he has 

designated those to Deputy Chief Constable Rose Fitzpatrick QPM.   

 

39. I would therefore have a real concern if the remit to Durham Constabulary were 

to be interpreted as a delegation to them of those functions in terms of the 

conduct proceedings under the 2014 conduct regulations.  Aside from the 

competency position, a very important step would have been missed, namely 

the Preliminary Assessment and the decision as to whether to appoint an 

Investigating Officer at all.  

 

40. In any event, the selection of the Durham officers would, in my opinion be 

problematic and the subject of challenge given that they have been involved in 

the investigation of the complaint. 

 

41. Regulation 10 of the 2014 conduct regulations is clear as to the necessity for 

impartiality: - 

“ The deputy chief constable must not appoint as an investigator any 
constable whose appointment could give rise to a reasonable concern as 
to the whether that constable could act impartially in relation to the 
misconduct investigation” 

 

42. Both the Guidance and the conduct regulations SOP make it clear that the 

investigator shall have had no prior involvement in the matter to be 
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investigated.29 The conduct regulations SOP provide that the investigator must 

ensure that a proportionate and balanced investigation is carried out, identify all 

witnesses including those giving exculpatory evidence and consider any lines 

of enquiry submitted by the subject officer. The actions of the investigator in 

respect of following or not following lines of enquiry require to be logged.30 

 

43. The Investigating Officer is entitled to come to a different conclusion from the 

initial/ Preliminary Assessment. For example, where the initial assessment had 

been one of misconduct or gross misconduct the investigation may reveal that 

it is in fact unsatisfactory performance and the matter should be dealt with 

accordingly. 31 If the Investigating Officer has been involved in the previous 

investigation informing and leading to the decision to make the appointment of 

an Investigating Officer it can be seen that it would not be appropriate or fair 

for that person to be reviewing his or her own decision. 

 

44. The conduct regulations SOP states that, upon appointment, the Investigating 

Officer will receive an 'appointment of investigator form' which will set out the 

assessment of the misconduct allegation and include copies of any other paper 

work available. If they are unclear they can go back to the person who 

conducted the initial assessment. 32  If the Durham investigators apply the 

England & Wales procedure then they will be the source of the complaint 

findings leading to disciplinary proceedings, they will miss out the Preliminary 

Assessment stage as to whether there should even be an Investigating Officer 

and they will usurp the function of the Deputy Chief Constable as regards the 

type of proceedings which should be instigated on an analysis of the 

Investigating Officer’s report because that issue will have been factored into 

their analysis in coming to a view about the level of misconduct. 

 

45. It is the Preliminary Assessment that informs whether or not the matter is to be 

investigated under the misconduct proceedings.  It is vital that the person 

                                                        
29 Police Service of Scotland (Conduct) Regulations 2014 Guidance para 5.7.1 b) and the SOP on the 
2014 regulations 8.4.1 (iii) 
30 Police Service of Scotland (Conduct) Regulations 2014 Guidance section 8 
31 Police Service of Scotland (Conduct) Regulations 2014 Guidance para 5.3.13 and 5.3.14 
32 Paras 8.4.3 and 8.4.4 
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involved in informing this crucial decision is not the person investigating the 

complaint. It has been recognised for some time that there was vulnerability to 

challenge if the officer to be appointed as Investigating Officer was the person  

"pulling together" the submission for the appointment of the Investigating 

Officer, as had been the practice at one time. This practice has now stopped 

given the terms of the conduct regulations SOP. 

 

46. I have been instructed in at least one judicial review for the Chief Constable 

arising out of the fact that the Investigating Officer had been involved in the 

preparation of the briefing note prior to and informing his appointment. The 

judicial review required to be conceded for this reason. 

 

47. Whilst one could attempt to construct an argument that “previous involvement”, 

as articulated in the 2014 conduct regulations and the conduct regulations SOP, 

could mean merely actual involvement in the events or the subject matter, it is 

very clear to me that a person who is responsible for deciding whether or not an 

Investigating Officer should be appointed is considering on a prima facie basis 

the very issue upon which they are asking the Investigating Officer to 

investigate.  The Investigating Officer cannot be party to the decision leading 

to his own appointment. It is also clear that the Investigating Officer reports on 

a case to answer and it is then for the Deputy Chief Constable to determine 

whether or not the proceeding should be by meeting or hearing. 

48.  Further, I am advised that Chief Superintendent Alan Speirs has reported that 

Durham Constabulary investigators have expressed a view frequently since the 

turn of the year to the effect that “if there is misconduct here it is towards the 

lower end of the scale”.   This means that the investigators are already traversing 

the role of the Deputy Chief Constable and forming a view about the level of 

misconduct in advance of any Preliminary Assessment.   This could be seen as 

prejudging the issue to be determined and would not be fair or impartial. 

 

49. I also note that Durham Constabulary is pressing for their own appointment as 

Investigating Officer before the Preliminary Assessment has been made. I am 

not clear as to why they are pressing to have their remit expanded to include a 
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determination about misconduct but appreciate that it is no doubt in order to 

have what they regard as a full and comprehensive report.   

 

50. However, it could well be regarded as not appropriate, balanced or fair for them 

to seek this appointment.  It is not readily understandable as to why it should be 

necessary for them to have the full remit in order to produce a comprehensive 

report on the complaints in order to provide the reasoned response to the 

complainers envisaged by the complaints guidance.  It is more likely to 

complicate matters if they attempt to stray in to disciplinary matters, which are 

covered by specific regulations and guidance, with all the rights and safeguards 

that entails for those who are the subject of disciplinary proceedings.  To do so 

could well undermine the integrity of their report on the complaints and further 

complicate matters in relation to the complainers’ rights to seek review of the 

complaints process. 

 

51. I note that Chief Superintendent Speirs’ Briefing Paper 33 records that the view 

of Scottish Police Federation officials is that the 2014 Regulations do not 

support the progression of a conduct investigation by the same complaint 

investigation team.   That is not, of course, determinative of the matter but it 

makes it perfectly clear that such progression would most likely be the subject 

of challenge via Judicial Review. In any event, I agree with their view. 

 

52. I would go so far as to say that it would be impossible to defend the position of 

the delegation of the disciplinary assessments to the investigators of the 

complaints against the police. This would not happen in a case in which there 

had been an investigation of a complaint by Scottish police officers in the usual 

way.  It would be very unfortunate to say the least if, in attempting to obtain an 

independent impartial investigation into the complaints, the whole disciplinary 

process for any affected officer were to be tainted from the outset.  That would 

not reflect well on either force. 

 

                                                        
33 28 February 2017 
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53. I note that it is understood that it was the Chief Constable’s belief that when he 

asked Chief Constable Barton to undertake the enquiry into the said complaints 

that he thought he was asking for an ‘end to end inquiry’ to be undertaken.  

Whilst that may have been so, it was not articulated in any of the letters of 

appointment. If it had been, it would, in my view, have been ultra vires. The 

Chief Constable has no discretion as to whether or not to designate a Deputy 

Chief Constable to exercise the functions of the Chief Constable under the 

conduct regulations. Delegating the exercise of the functions of the Deputy 

Chief Constable by the Chief Constable to an outside force when he is required 

to delegate those functions to the Deputy Chief Constable designate does not 

seem to me to be within the regulations. The fact that it would mean the 

unilateral removal of very important steps and safeguards I have identified 

would mean that it is open to challenge. In my view, the success of any such 

challenge is almost inevitable. 

 

What should happen? 

 

54. In my opinion, Durham Constabulary should proceed to report on the 

complaints.  The normal procedure should follow as regards the notification of 

the outcome of that and communication with the complainers.  As I have noted, 

the complainer, if dissatisfied, has a right to take the matter to the PIRC within 

3 months of the notification of the resolution of the complaint. This is, of course, 

wholly separate from the process for disciplinary proceedings.  

 

55. If the outcome of the complaints suggests that there has been misconduct on the 

part of any officer, a Preliminary Assessment under section 10 of the regulations 

should be carried out. If, and of course only if, a decision is made that it should 

be investigated, an Investigating Officer will require to be appointed. 

 

56. It is understood that it may be preferable to have an Investigating Officer 

appointed from another force.  I can see no objection within the regulations to 

such an appointment by the Deputy Chief Constable exercising the functions 

delegated to her.  However, for the reasons stated, it should not be an officer of 

Durham Constabulary.  
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57. Accordingly I answer the questions posed as follows: 

 
1. Is the inquiry currently being conducted by Durham Constabulary into the 

said non-criminal complaints one which falls to be conducted in accordance 
with the law and procedure regulating complaints against the police in 
Scotland? 
 
Yes for the reasons discussed. There is a legitimate expectation that this will be 

so and there has been no agreement to the contrary. 

 
2. Can the instruction given by the Chief Constable of Police Scotland in his 

letters of 29 July and 5 August 2016 be regarded as a request to Durham 
Constabulary to conduct an ‘end to end inquiry’ in accordance with the 
law and procedure regulating complaints against the police in England and 
Wales? 
 
No for the reasons discussed. 
 

3. If the answer to Question 2 is in the affirmative, what does that mean in 
terms of any formal misconduct investigation and/or proceedings which 
might follow? 
 
As I have answered question 2 in the negative this does not require an answer. 

 
4. Can DCC Fitzpatrick come to a view now on appointing an Investigating 

Officer in terms of Regulation 10 of the 2014 Regulations? 
 

There requires to be a Preliminary Assessment.  Technically, the Preliminary 

Assessment can be carried out when a misconduct allegation has been brought 

to her attention, but here it should await the outcome of the inquiry into the 

complaints. There could be a Judicial Review challenge brought, as discussed, 

which could encompass the decision to appoint an investigation officer at all if 

the Preliminary Assessment stage is by passed. 

 
 

5. If the answer to question 4 is in the affirmative, can DCC Fitzpatrick 
appoint, or consider appointing, any officer of Durham Constabulary? 
 

A decision will be required as to whether or not to appoint an Investigating 

Officer. If the decision is that an Investigating Officer is to be appointed then it 
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would be highly inadvisable and open to successful challenge to appoint an 

officer of Durham Constabulary.  

 
6. If the answer to question 4 is in the negative, is there any reason why DCC 

Fitzpatrick could not potentially consider officers of Durham 
Constabulary amongst possible candidates for appointment as an IO 
should she determine the appointment of same in terms of Regulation 10 
(once she has received and considered the report(s) into the non-criminal 
complaint to be delivered by Chief Constable Barton)? 
 
The appointment of officers from Durham would give rise to a basis for a 

Judicial Review of that decision on the basis of their prior involvement and lack 

of impartiality. I suspect this challenge would be immediate and it would, in my 

view, be indefensible.  

 
 

7. If Senior Counsel considers that Durham Constabulary officers could not 
be considered as potential Investigating Officers, in terms of Regulation 10, 
what are the reasons for that? 
 
The reasons are given within the discussion but, in short, the issue would be one 

of impartiality in terms of regulation 10(6).  It could be argued by any officer, 

subject to such an investigation, that the involvement of officers of Durham 

Constabulary in the investigation of the complaint means that they had prior 

involvement in the matter such as to give rise to a reasonable concern that that 

constable could not act impartially and further that the fact that views had been 

offered about the level of misconduct demonstrated that decisions had already 

been made about the existence of misconduct.  They have also sought their own 

appointment on the basis of their investigations, which confirms that a view of 

misconduct could be said to have been formed. 

 
8. If DCC Fitzpatrick were to receive Chief Constable Barton’s enquiry 

report and determine in terms of Regulation 10 that an Investigating 
Officer should be appointed should she consider making an approach to a 
different police force in England or Wales or to the PSNI?  If so, what steps 
(if any) should she take to satisfy herself that any such IO has the ‘necessary 
knowledge, skills and expertise to plan and manage a misconduct 
investigation in relation to which the appointment is made’? 
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I consider that this would be the wisest course and the fairest to the officers 

concerned.   Deputy Chief Constable Fitzpatrick should ask for the other police 

force to nominate officers whom they consider demonstrate the necessary 

knowledge, skills and expertise to plan and manage a misconduct investigation 

under the Scottish regulations and why. Thereafter she should review these 

against the requirements and consider whether or not that officer satisfies the 

test. No doubt all relevant material in respect of the regulations, SOP and 

guidance could be provided to any Investigating Officer appointed so that 

person could become acquainted with the procedures. 

 

I note that there is a list of officers who may be utilised in respect of the 

investigation of senior officers under the Police Service of Scotland (Senior 

Officers) (Conduct) Regulations 2013 (senior officer conduct regulations 

2013’). 34It may be that no such investigations have arisen since 2013, but in 

the event that they have that may lead to the identification of officers of other 

forces who have the requisite qualifications. 

 

9. Do I have anything else to add? 
 
I note that conduct concerning senior officers has been redirected to the SPA 

under the senior officer conduct regulations 2013.  It is not clear whether the 

Durham proposal would have encompassed the investigations into the conduct 

of senior officers who come within that act, which is within the remit of the 

Commissioner or the Authority.  

If the complaints investigation is to cover senior offices it may be worth 

confirming with the SPA whether they have been approached in like manner 

and their response on this in order to achieve consistency.  However, this point 

further highlights the difficulty in the Police Service of Scotland delegating the 

conduct investigation or any part of the disciplinary process to Durham 

Constabulary. 

 

                                                        
34 Section 11(3)(b) 
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Conclusions 

 

Challenge should be anticipated to every step of the disciplinary process and therefore, 

as should always be the case, a clear record of the decision making process should be 

kept and a fair, open and proportionate approach adopted at all times.    

 

If the complaint report raises issues of misconduct leading to engagement of the 

disciplinary process which in turn leads to the necessity of the appointment of an 

investigation officer, an officer independent of both the Police Service of Scotland and 

of the Durham Constabulary would, in my opinion, be fairest to all concerned and could 

be defended robustly. 

 

It is vital that an independent impartial report is available in respect of the complaints 

for all concerned but it is equally vital that the considered and agreed disciplinary 

framework applied in Scotland is followed properly and the former should not 

compromise the latter.   
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 OPINION OF SENIOR COUNSEL 
 
                     for  
 
                                                         Deputy Chief Constable Rose Fitzpatrick QPM 
 

Police Service of Scotland 
 

 
Instruction 

 

1. I have been asked to confirm my advice regarding procedural matters arising 

out of complaints subsequent upon findings that there had been breaches of 

the code of practice made under the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 

2000 (‘RIPA’). I have also been asked a supplementary question. 

 

2. Complaints were brought by the individuals affected to the Investigatory 

Powers Tribunal (‘IPT’) and also to Police Scotland. 

 

3. The Chief Constable of Durham Constabulary, Mike Barton QPM, has been 

asked by the Chief Constable of Police Scotland to undertake an independent 

investigation relative to the non criminal complaint allegations identified by 

the Office of the Interception of Communications Commissioner  (‘IOCCO’).1 

In a subsequent letter the ambit of the investigation was expanded.2  

                 

4. The issue, put shortly, is whether Durham Constabulary should proceed to 

investigate any potential misconduct arising out of their investigation of the 

complaints. 

 

5. Before I deal with the issue it is necessary to review the relevant and 

respective processes for complaints and misconduct.  

 

 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Letter dated 28 July 2016 to Mr Mike Barton QPM from Mr Philip Gormely QPM 
2	  To include an independent review of all ‘Complaints about the Police’ relative to the Force’s Counter 
Corruption Unit(s) from 2009 to 3 June 2016	  
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The complaints Process 

 

6. The provisions regarding this are to be found in the Police and Fire Reform 

(Scotland) Act 2012 (‘the act’) and Chapter 2 of Part 1 of the Police, Public 

Order and Criminal Justice (Scotland) Act 2006 (‘the 2006 act ‘) which is 

amended by the act.  

 

7. Section 60 of the act provides that the Authority and the chief constable must 

maintain suitable arrangements for the handling of relevant complaints. These 

arrangements were put in place after consultation.3  The Police Investigations 

and Review Commission (‘PIRC’), previously the Police Complaints 

Commissioner for Scotland (‘PCCS’), 4 requires, amongst other things, to 

maintain and secure the maintenance of suitable arrangements for the handling 

of such complaints.5 The PIRC has the power to review the complaints 

handling by the Police Service of Scotland.6  The PIRC can do this at the 

request of the person who made the complaint and can reconsider the 

complaint. 7  The time limit is generally within 3 months of the conclusion and 

notification of the outcome of the complaint to the complainer.8 

 

8. The procedure as regards investigation of complaints is also governed by the 

Complaints about the Police Standard Operating Procedures (‘the complaints 

SOP’) and the statutory guidance issued by the PIRC. The Statutory Guidance 

is described in the complaints SOP as being designed to contribute to the 

modernising of the police complaint handling in Scotland by moving from a 

culture of blame and sanction to one of learning from complaints.9 It forms the 

basis of the complaints SOP.  The application of the SOP is mandatory for all 

police officers. 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 Subsection 60 (2) of the act 
4 Section 61 of the act 
5 Section 62 of the act inserting new section 33A in the 2006 act 
6 Chapter 2 of the 2006 act 
7 Section 35 of the 2006 act 
8 Section 36 of the 2006 act 
9 Para 1.4 of the Police Service of Scotland SOP Complaints about the Police  
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9. Para 1.3 of the complaints SOP notes, in bullet points, what the Police Service 

of Scotland will do in the handling of complaints.  The final bullet point states 

that it will ensure that misconduct is dealt with in accordance with the relevant 

conduct regulations or Police Staff Discipline procedure. 

 

10.  Complaints fall into different categories and it is important to note that this 

includes “Quality of Service complaints” i.e. complaints about the 

organisation as well as complaints against individual officers. 10  A six-stage 

complaint handling process is envisaged.11 I do not propose to rehearse the 

details here. The relevant stages for present purposes include that when noting 

the statement of complaint it must be established exactly what issues are of 

concern to the complainer. This is because success in resolving a complaint 

entails a shared understanding of the complainer’s expectations of the process 

e.g. making sure that there is an understanding that there is no financial 

compensation and an understanding of what practical action can and cannot be 

taken. That is why there needs to be a clear understanding of what is being 

investigated, a summary of the agreed heads narrated and then signed by the 

complainer.12  

 

11. The overarching principle is that “the enquiries must be sufficient to enable an 

effective and reasoned response to the complainer that will withstand 

scrutiny”.13 

 

12. The usual procedure, as I understand it, is that following that investigation the 

officer is appointed to report their findings to the designated Deputy Chief 

Constable, or other designated officer, to decide, after considering that report, 

what action should be taken. This can include actions such as policy reviews, 

the offer of an apology, recommendations of counselling /training for officers 

involved, the involvement of police disciplinary procedures and indeed no 

action. 14 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
10 Para 5 of the complaints SOP 
11 Para 6 of the complaints SOP 
12 Para 6.5.9 and 6.5.10 of the complaints SOP 
13 Para 6.7 of the complaints SOP 
14 The complaints SOP and the Guide to Complaints about the police available on line 
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13. It is clear to me that, whilst a consideration of the findings of the report may 

result in a decision being taken by the Deputy Chief Constable to instigate 

disciplinary proceedings, that report as part of the complaints process is not 

part of the actual framework for the instigation of disciplinary proceedings. 

 

14. Durham Constabulary investigators have progressed to handle the complaints 

enquiry as they see fit but not conform to practices in Scotland.  

 

15. The important difference is that the complainers who have engaged with the 

Durham Constabulary investigators have been permitted to provide their own 

self-prepared statements in some instances of a length of 50 pages; these were 

used as the basis for their enquiry rather than, informing an agreed ‘heads of 

complaint’ document, which would be the case under the Scottish procedure 

as noted above.   

 

 Disciplinary proceedings  

 

16. Proceedings for police officers of Police Scotland up to and including the rank 

of Chief Superintendent are covered by the 2014 Regulations.  These 

regulations are promulgated under the powers under sections 48 and 125 of 

the act. There is a requirement of consultation with the persons mentioned in 

section 54(2), which includes the Scottish Police Federation.  This is very 

important because the operation of these regulations can result in an officer 

being dismissed from the force. It is therefore essential that the regulations and 

steps taking place under them are Human Rights compliant. 

 

17. In Scotland, disciplinary proceedings are a distinct process from the 

complaints procedure.  A decision has to be taken by the Deputy Chief 

Constable designate (for this case Deputy Chief Constable Rose Fitzpatrick) 

under regulation 10 as to whether a misconduct allegation which has come to 

her attention would, if proved, amount to misconduct, gross misconduct or 
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neither.15  If it is neither then there is the option of no action, or improvement 

action such that there can be a referral for the matter to be dealt with under 

Performance. 16 However, if it is either potential misconduct or gross 

misconduct a decision must be made as to whether the allegation is to be 

investigated and if so to appoint an investigator.17 

 

18. If a decision is made to appoint an Investigating Officer, that person must be 

of a higher rank that the constable being investigated and have the necessary 

knowledge, skill and experience to plan and manage the misconduct 

investigation to which the appointment is made.18 It is very important to note 

that there is a prohibition in 10(6) as follows: 

“The deputy chief constable must not [my emphasis] appoint as an 
investigator any constable whose appointment could give rise to 
reasonable concern as to whether that constable could act impartially 
in relation to the misconduct investigation” 

 
 

19. Under the 2014 conduct regulations the Investigating Officer must; notify the 

constable as soon a reasonably practicable following appointment via written 

notice that he is the subject of a misconduct investigation; specify the conduct 

being investigated and how that falls below professional standards; provide an 

initial assessment of whether the conduct, if proved, would amount to 

misconduct or gross misconduct, provide an opportunity to make 

representations and inform him of his right to seek advice.  There are rights of 

appeal internally and also to the Police Appeals Tribunal.  

 

20. There are detailed provisions as to the fact that the Investigating Officer must 

arrange to interview the constable. At the conclusion of the investigation the 

Investigating Officer prepares a report which must determine whether, in the 

opinion of the Investigating Officer the constable has a case to answer and 

submits that report to the Deputy Chief Constable on receipt of which the 

Deputy Chief Constable determines whether there is a case to answer and 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
15	  10(2) of the 2014 conduct regulations 
16 10(3) of the 2014 conduct regulations 
17 10(4) of the 2014 conduct regulations 
18 10 (5) (a) and (b)  
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whether it must be referred to a misconduct hearing. I do not propose to 

rehearse all the relevant regulations for the arrangement and conduct of such 

hearings contained in part 3 of the 2014 conduct regulations, suffice to say the 

appointment of the Chair carries with it the same requirement of impartiality 

as the Investigating Officer. 

 
 
Discussion 

 

21. In my view, the officers of the Police Service of Scotland will have a 

legitimate expectation that the Scottish regulations, guidance and SOPs will be 

applied to any misconduct proceedings. Failure to do so could be a breach of 

natural justice. 

22. Further, specific regulations and guidance apply to proceedings in England & 

Wales.19 They cover both complaints and misconduct proceedings. If the 

person investigating the complaint in England  & Wales considers that there is 

an indication that the person being investigated may have behaved in a manner 

which would justify the bringing of disciplinary proceedings then the person 

investigating must certify the investigation as one subject to ‘special 

requirements’ under the 2012 Act.  

 

23. In Scotland, by contrast, there is no expectation that the investigation of a 

complaint will lead automatically to an investigation by the same investigation 

officer as to whether an officer has breached standards of professional 

behaviour.  Para 3.4 of the SOP on conduct states that a misconduct 

investigation arising out of a complaint must be proportionate having regard to 

the nature of the allegation and the likely outcome. It also provides that it 

would be appropriate to make an assessment of whether or not proceedings 

would be justified before embarking on an investigation and legitimate for 

the matter to be resolved by improvement action without an investigation 

where the circumstances warrant this.20 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
19 The Police (Complaints and Misconduct) Regulations 2012 and The Police (Conduct) Regulations 
2012 
20  2014 conduct regulations SOP para 3.5 
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24. In Scotland, whilst there is an assessment in the report from the Investigating 

Officer as to whether there is a case to answer regarding the misconduct 

allegation, and whether it should be referred to misconduct proceedings, it is 

the Deputy Chief Constable who is to determine whether the conduct is 

potentially misconduct or gross misconduct and therefore whether the form of 

proceedings is a misconduct meeting or a misconduct hearing.  

 

25. However, as noted, there is a very important stage before that at which the 

Deputy Chief Constable may decide not to appoint an Investigating Officer at 

all, namely the Preliminary Assessment. The Deputy Chief Constable has 

determined that the Preliminary Assessment of whether conduct, if proved, 

could amount to conduct or misconduct is delegated to the Professional 

Standards Chief Inspectors or above.21  

 

26. The SOP makes it clear that in coming to a determination about the 

seriousness of the allegations in making a Preliminary Assessment, the PSD 

Chief Inspectors must: -  

 
“ ensure that they conduct background checks to ensure that they have 
the widest possible understanding of the subject officer’s situation on 
which to base this assessment. This should include a review of 
centurion and HR connect (for performance issues) and discussions 
with the officer’s divisional / departmental managers. These 
background checks may show a particular history of behaviour or 
indicate that performance regulations would be more appropriate to the 
circumstances.” 

 

27. As part of the Preliminary Assessment due consideration requires to be given 

as to whether the matter can be dealt with by Improvement action as a 

proportionate and reasonable way of dealing with the issue whilst still 

commanding the confidence of staff, police officers the police service and the 

public.22 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
21 2014 conduct regulations SOP para 7.1.2 
22 Police Service of Scotland (Conduct) Regulations 2014 Guidance para 5.5.1 
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28. There is further guidance in the agreed Guidance document on the 2014 

conduct regulations which states that because a formal investigation into a 

particular police officer’s conduct affords a police officer certain safeguards in 

the interests of fairness such as the service of notice informing the police 

officer that his or her conduct is subject to investigation and notifying the 

police officer of his or her right to consult with a police representative, the 

initial assessment and, in particular preliminary enquiries should not go so far 

as to undermine these safeguards.23   If the current inquiry team from Durham 

were to adopt the misconduct investigation role it seems tolerably clear that 

safeguards present within the 2014 conduct regulations would be undermined 

to a significant extent, if not wholly. The manner in which they have 

approached the handling of the complaints as noted in paragraph 14 is also 

relevant in this regard. 

 

29. In cases in which there is an assessment of potential gross misconduct or 

potential misconduct with a live final warning, the Deputy Chief Constable’s 

powers are not delegated regarding the appointment of the investigator or the 

determination regarding the type of proceedings.  There appears to be no 

discretion and an Investigating Officer must be appointed. It is important to 

note from the conduct regulations SOP that: - 

 
“ where the preliminary assessment is one of gross misconduct, or 
misconduct with a live final warning the Deputy Chief Constable 
Designate will appoint an investigator from within the PSD...”24     

  

30. If the assessment is of potential misconduct and not suitable for immediate 

improvement then it is the Divisional or Departmental Superintendent who 

will appoint the Investigating Officer. 

 

31. I understand that no misconduct proceedings have as yet been initiated under 

the 2014 conduct regulations. 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
23 Police Service of Scotland (Conduct) Regulations 2014 Guidance para 5.3.5 
24 2014 conduct regulations SOP para 7.2.13 
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32. The selection of the Durham officers to investigate potential misconduct 

would, in my opinion, be problematic and the subject of challenge given that 

they have been involved in the investigation of the complaint. 

 

33. Regulation 10 of the 2014 conduct regulations is clear as to the necessity for 

impartiality: - 

“ The deputy chief constable must not appoint as an investigator any 
constable whose appointment could give rise to a reasonable concern 
as to the whether that constable could act impartially in relation to the 
misconduct investigation” 

 

34. Both the Guidance and the conduct regulations SOP make it clear that the 

investigator shall have had no prior involvement in the matter to be 

investigated.25 The conduct regulations SOP provide that the investigator must 

ensure that a proportionate and balanced investigation is carried out, identify 

all witnesses including those giving exculpatory evidence and consider any 

lines of enquiry submitted by the subject officer. The actions of the 

investigator in respect of following or not following lines of enquiry require to 

be logged.26 

 

35. The Investigating Officer is entitled to come to a different conclusion from the 

initial/ Preliminary Assessment. For example, where the initial assessment had 

been one of misconduct or gross misconduct the investigation may reveal that 

it is in fact unsatisfactory performance and the matter should be dealt with 

accordingly. 27 If the Investigating Officer has been involved in the previous 

investigation informing and leading to the decision to make the appointment 

of an Investigating Officer it can be seen that it would not be appropriate or 

fair for that person to be reviewing his or her own decision. 

 

36. The conduct regulations SOP states that, upon appointment, the Investigating 

Officer will receive an 'appointment of investigator form' which will set out 

the assessment of the misconduct allegation and include copies of any other 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
25 Police Service of Scotland (Conduct) Regulations 2014 Guidance para 5.7.1 b) and the SOP on the 
2014 regulations 8.4.1 (iii) 
26 Police Service of Scotland (Conduct) Regulations 2014 Guidance section 8 
27 Police Service of Scotland (Conduct) Regulations 2014 Guidance para 5.3.13 and 5.3.14 
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paper work available. If they are unclear they can go back to the person who 

conducted the initial assessment.28 If the Durham investigators apply the 

England & Wales procedure then they will be the source of the complaint 

findings leading to disciplinary proceedings, they will miss out the 

Preliminary Assessment stage as to whether there should even be an 

Investigating Officer and they will usurp the function of the Deputy Chief 

Constable as regards the type of proceedings which should be instigated on an 

analysis of the Investigating Officer’s report because that issue will have been 

factored into their analysis in coming to a view about the level of misconduct. 

 

37. It is the Preliminary Assessment that informs whether or not the matter is to be 

investigated under the misconduct proceedings.  It is vital that the person 

involved in informing this crucial decision is not the person investigating the 

complaint. It has been recognised for some time that there was vulnerability to 

challenge if the officer to be appointed as Investigating Officer was the person  

"pulling together" the submission for the appointment of the Investigating 

Officer, as had been the practice at one time. This practice has now stopped 

given the terms of the conduct regulations SOP. 

 

38. It is very clear to me that a person who is responsible for deciding whether or 

not an Investigating Officer should be appointed is considering on a prima 

facie basis the very issue upon which they are asking the Investigating Officer 

to investigate.  The Investigating Officer cannot be party to the decision 

leading to his own appointment. It is also clear that the Investigating Officer 

reports on a case to answer and it is then for the Deputy Chief Constable to 

determine whether or not the proceeding should be by meeting or hearing. 

39. Further, I am advised that Chief Superintendent Alan Speirs has reported that 

Durham Constabulary investigators have expressed a view frequently since the 

turn of the year to the effect that “if there is misconduct here it is towards the 

lower end of the scale”. This means that the investigators are already 

traversing the role of the Deputy Chief Constable and forming a view about 

the level of misconduct in advance of any Preliminary Assessment.   This 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
28 Paras 8.4.3 and 8.4.4 
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could be seen as prejudging the issue to be determined and would therefore 

not be fair or impartial. 

 

40. I have been made aware that the view of Scottish Police Federation officials is 

that the 2014 Regulations does not support the progression of a conduct 

investigation by the same complaint investigation team.   That is not, of 

course, determinative of the matter but it makes it perfectly clear that such 

progression would most likely be the subject of challenge via Judicial Review. 

In any event, I agree with their view. 

 

41. I would go so far as to say that it would be impossible to defend the position 

of the delegation of the disciplinary assessments to the investigators of the 

complaints against the police. This would not happen in a case in which there 

had been an investigation of a complaint by Scottish police officers in the 

usual way.  It would be very unfortunate to say the least if, in attempting to 

obtain an independent impartial investigation into the complaints, the whole 

disciplinary process for any affected officer were to be tainted from the outset.  

That would not reflect well on either force. 

 

42.  If this step were to be taken this would mean the unilateral removal of the 

very important steps and safeguards I have identified and would mean that it is 

open to challenge. In my view, the success of any such challenge is almost 

inevitable. 

 

43.  Accordingly, I confirm that my advice is as follows:  

 
 

There is a legitimate expectation that this complaints investigation and 

the misconduct proceedings will be conducted in accordance with and 

the law and procedure regulating such matters in Scotland.  

 
The Chief Constable is required to delegate his functions as regards 

misconduct to the Deputy Chief Constable designate in terms of the 

2014 conduct regulations.  
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Before misconduct proceedings can be instigated there requires to be a 

Preliminary Assessment.  A failure to carry out a Preliminary 

Assessment would be subject to challenge.  

 

A decision will be required as to whether or not to appoint an 

Investigating Officer. If the decision is that an Investigating Officer is 

to be appointed then it would be highly inadvisable and open to 

successful challenge to appoint an officer of Durham Constabulary.  

 
The appointment of officers from Durham would give rise to a basis 

for a Judicial Review of that decision founded on their prior 

involvement and therefore a claim of lack of impartiality. I suspect this 

challenge would be immediate and in my view, indefensible.  

 

The issue would be one of impartiality in terms of regulation 10(6).  It 

could be argued by any officer, subject to such an investigation, that 

the involvement of officers of Durham Constabulary in the 

investigation of the complaint means that they had prior involvement 

in the matter such as to give rise to a reasonable concern that that 

constable could not act impartially and further that the fact that views 

had been offered about the level of misconduct demonstrated that 

decisions had already been made about the existence of misconduct.  

They have also sought their own appointment on the basis of their 

investigations, which confirms that a view of misconduct could be said 

to have been formed. 

 
If the report from Durham regarding the complaints raises issues of 

misconduct leading to the engagement of the disciplinary process and 

following upon a Preliminary Assessment, conducted in line with the 

regulations and guidance, it is determined that an Investigating Officer 

requires to be appointed, an officer independent of both the Police 

Service of Scotland and of the Durham Constabulary would, in my 

opinion, be fairest to all concerned and could be defended robustly.   
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Supplementary Question 
 

44. I have been asked to consider a proposal by Chief Constable Barton of 

Durham Constabulary that matters should be dealt with as follows: 

 
• The current investigation should stop and a report should be 

submitted to PSOS to allow the DCC Designate the opportunity to 
make a Preliminary Assessment.  (Regulation 10 of the Police 
Scotland (Conduct) Regulations 2014). 

• (Regulation 11) Investigator Appointed (ACC due to ranks 
involved). 

• Subject Officers notified re. Misconduct Investigation. 
• Investigating Officer can thereafter use Durham to investigate and 

report back to Investigating Officer this will allow for independence 
as asked for by the Tribunal. 

  
 

45. I understand why these proposals have been made but I do not consider that 

they negate the concerns which I have identified regarding proper procedure 

and impartiality.  The proposal already presupposes that the Preliminary 

Investigation will result in the appointment an Investigating Officer whereas 

there is in fact a range of possible decisions. If the appointment were to be 

made, as suggested, and that officer delegated his/her duties back to Durham, 

the same criticisms could still be made regarding lack of impartiality in the 

investigation. I do not see any advantage in this way of proceeding, which 

would still, in my view, be subject to challenge. 

 

46. I remain of the opinion that Durham Constabulary should proceed to report on 

the complaints. I would anticipate that the report would meet the overarching 

principle, namely, that the enquiries will be sufficient to enable an effective 

and reasoned response to be given to the complainer(s) that will withstand 

scrutiny and that this would be achieved without the need to traverse the 

disciplinary process. 

 

47. The normal procedure should then be followed as regards the notification of 

the outcome of that and communication with the complainers.  As I have 

noted, the complainer, if dissatisfied, has a right to take the matter to the PIRC 
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within 3 months of the notification of the resolution of the complaint. This is, 

of course, wholly separate from the process for disciplinary proceedings. 

 

Conclusion 

 

48. Challenge should be anticipated to every step of the disciplinary process and 

therefore, as should always be the case, a clear record of the decision making 

process should be kept and a fair, open and proportionate approach adopted at 

all times.    

 

49. It is vital that an independent impartial report is available in respect of the 

complaints for all concerned but it is equally vital that the considered and 

agreed disciplinary framework applied in Scotland is followed properly and 

the former should not compromise the latter.   

 

 
 
 
 
The opinion of 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

  
            

 
6 April 2017 
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